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The Romanov Prophecy
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A Cotton Malone adventure involving a flaw in the
United States Constitution, a mystery about Abraham Lincoln, and a political issue
that’s as explosive as it is timely—not only in Malone’s world, but in ours
September 1861: All is not as it seems. With these cryptic words, a shocking secret
passed down from president to president comes to rest in the hands of Abraham
Lincoln. And as the first bloody clashes of the Civil War unfold, Lincoln alone must
decide how best to use this volatile knowledge: save thousands of American lives,
or keep the young nation from being torn apart forever? The present: In Utah, the
fabled remains of Mormon pioneers whose nineteenth-century expedition across
the desert met with a murderous end have been uncovered. In Washington, D.C.,
the official investigation of an international entrepreneur, an elder in the Mormon
church, has sparked a political battle between the White House and a powerful
United States senator. In Denmark, a Justice Department agent, missing in action,
has fallen into the hands of a dangerous zealot—a man driven by divine visions to
make a prophet’s words reality. And in a matter of a few short hours, Cotton
Malone has gone from quietly selling books at his shop in Denmark to dodging
bullets in a high-speed boat chase. All it takes is a phone call from his former boss
in Washington, and suddenly the ex-agent is racing to rescue an informant
carrying critical intelligence. It’s just the kind of perilous business that Malone has
been trying to leave behind, ever since he retired from the Justice Department. But
once he draws enemy blood, Malone is plunged into a deadly conflict—a
constitutional war secretly set in motion more than two hundred years ago by
America’s Founding Fathers. From the streets of Copenhagen to the catacombs of
Salzburg to the rugged mountains of Utah, the grim specter of the Civil War looms
as a dangerous conspiracy gathers power. Malone risks life, liberty, and his
greatest love in a race for the truth about Abraham Lincoln—while the fate of the
United States of America hangs in the balance. Praise for Steve Berry and his
Cotton Malone series “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a classic, complex
hero.”—USA Today “Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a
welcome respite from the cold, calculating superspies who litter the
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genre.”—Entertainment Weekly “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new
book.”—The Huffington Post “Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with Cotton
Malone.”—Library Journal “Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times
“I love this guy.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child From the
Hardcover edition.

The Paris Vendetta
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This Cotton Malone adventure blends gripping
contemporary political intrigue, Tudor treachery, and high-octane thrills into one
riveting novel of suspense. Cotton Malone and his fifteen-year-old son, Gary, are
headed to Europe. As a favor to his former boss at the Justice Department, Malone
agrees to escort a teenage fugitive back to England. But after he is greeted at
gunpoint in London, both the fugitive and Gary disappear, and Malone learns that
he’s stumbled into a high-stakes diplomatic showdown—an international incident
fueled by geopolitical gamesmanship and shocking Tudor secrets. At its heart is
the Libyan terrorist convicted of bombing Pan Am Flight 103, who is set to be
released by Scottish authorities for “humanitarian reasons.” An outraged American
government objects, but nothing can persuade the British to intervene. Except,
perhaps, Operation King’s Deception. Run by the CIA, the operation aims to solve a
centuries-old mystery, one that could rock Great Britain to its royal foundations.
Blake Antrim, the CIA operative in charge of King’s Deception, is hunting for the
spark that could rekindle a most dangerous fire, the one thing that every Irish
national has sought for generations: a legal reason why the English must leave
Northern Ireland. The answer is a long-buried secret that calls into question the
legitimacy of the entire forty-five-year reign of Elizabeth I, the last Tudor monarch,
who completed the conquest of Ireland and seized much of its land. But Antrim
also has a more personal agenda, a twisted game of revenge in which Gary is a
pawn. With assassins, traitors, spies, and dangerous disciples of a secret society
closing in, Malone is caught in a lethal bind. To save Gary he must play one
treacherous player against another—and only by uncovering the incredible truth
can he hope to prevent the shattering consequences of the King’s Deception. Don’t
miss Steve Berry’s novella The Tudor Plot and an excerpt from The Lincoln Myth in
the back of the book. Praise for The King’s Deception “A Dan Brown-ian secular
conspiracy about the Virgin Queen driving nonstop international intrigue.”—Kirkus
Reviews Praise for Steve Berry “Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York
Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child “Forget
Clancy and Cussler. When it comes to this genre, there is simply no one
better.”—The Providence Journal From the Paperback edition.

The Devil's Bones
They call themselves "January 30", after the date of a British massacre in Belfast.
They are allied with no one, killing American diplomats and KGB agents, Arabs and
Israelis, IRA gunmen and Loyalist soldiers. But they are definitely the enemies of
peace--and they are plotting an assassination that will shatter an uneasy truce that
reigns in Ireland. Former IRA enforcer Sean Dillon must hunt down January 30
before they kill again. Before they spark another war. Before Dillon himself falls
prey to the ultimate assassin--the Angel of Death
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The Venetian Betrayal
In this original eBook novella by the New York Times bestselling author of The
King’s Deception, globetrotting intelligence agent Cotton Malone is lured into
dangerous intrigue surrounding the world’s most famous royals—and uncovers a
murderous conspiracy of terrorists and traitors, all born from an ancient tale of
Saxon history. “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a classic, complex
hero.”—USA Today In England to participate in the trial of suspected international
terrorists, Justice Department agent Cotton Malone is mysteriously summoned to
an audience with the Queen of England. A cryptic call has warned of looming
danger to the ailing queen’s son and grandson—the next two heirs in line for the
throne. And when the source of that ominous information, a notorious tabloid
publisher, dies mysteriously, the royal family has reason to fear a genuine
conspiracy. But they also suspect that the enemy lies within—and no one at
Buckingham Palace, or even the nation’s own Secret Intelligence Service, can be
trusted. Now it’s up to Malone to discover the truth. Matching wits with a powermad politician and a vicious royal blue blood, he must race against time through
the streets of London to the forbidden reaches of Iceland, all to stop a monstrous
plot to seize the monarchy—one that stretches back to the time of Arthur. Praise
for Steve Berry and his Cotton Malone series “Malone, a hero with a personal stake
in the proceedings, is a welcome respite from the cold, calculating superspies who
litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly “Steve Berry gets better and better with
each new book.”—The Huffington Post “Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with
Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal “Berry raises this genre’s stakes.”—The New York
Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child

Rhymes With Prey
In this short story from the thrilling anthology FaceOff, bestselling authors Jeffery
Deaver and John Sandford—along with their popular series characters Lincoln
Rhyme and Lucas Davenport—team up for the first time ever. The last time Lucas
Davenport traveled from his home in Minnesota to New York City, it was to help his
friend, NYPD detective Lily Rothenburg, catch a serial killer who was terrorizing the
streets of Manhattan. So it’s no surprise that Lily would ask him back to consult on
another difficult case—this time, one she can’t trust to her fellow NYC cops.
Teaming up with New York’s finest forensic mind, the irascible and brilliant Lincoln
Rhyme, and Lincoln’s partner Amelia Sachs, they set out to investigate the deaths
of four young women, all illegal Mexicans, all of whom seem to be connected to the
drug trade. The problem is: the killings may not be cartel hits—they may be carried
out by corrupt cops looking to get information, and then silence the source. Or, as
the veteran investigators will soon discover, they could be dealing with a very
different kind of killer—and to draw him out, Lily and Amelia will have to pose as
bait. For more exciting pairs, check out all eleven short stories in FaceOff!

Three Tales from the World of Cotton Malone: The Balkan
Escape, The Devil's Gold, and The Admiral's Mark (Short
Stories)
Cotton Malone retired from the high-risk world of elite operatives for the U.S.
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Justice Department to lead the low-key life of a rare-book dealer. But his quiet
existence is shattered when he receives an anonymous e-mail: “You have
something I want. You’ re the only person on earth who knows where to find it. Go
get it. You have 72 hours. If I don’t hear from you, you will be childless.” His
horrified ex-wife confirms that the threat is real: Their teenage son has been
kidnapped. When Malone’s Copenhagen bookshop is burned to the ground, it
becomes brutally clear that those responsible will stop at nothing to get what they
want. And what they want is nothing less than the lost Library of Alexandria. A
cradle of ideas–historical, philosophical, literary, scientific, and religious–the Library
of Alexandria was unparalleled in the world. But fifteen hundred years ago, it
vanished into the mists of myth and legend–its vast bounty of wisdom coveted
ever since by scholars, fortune hunters, and those who believe its untold secrets
hold the key to ultimate power. Now a cartel of wealthy international moguls, bent
on altering the course of history, is desperate to breach the library’s hallowed
halls–and only Malone possesses the information they need to succeed. At stake is
an explosive ancient document with the potential not only to change the destiny of
the Middle East but to shake the world’s three major religions to their very
foundations. Pursued by a lethal mercenary, Malone crosses the globe in search of
answers. His quest will lead him to England and Portugal, even to the highest
levels of American government–and the shattering outcome, deep in the Sinai
desert, will have worldwide repercussions. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt
from Steve Berry’s The Columbus Affair and a Cotton Malone dossier.

The Blood Gospel
From New York Times bestselling author James Rollins comes a lightning-paced
short story, in which a major attack on U.S. soil can only be stopped by…The
Midnight Watch In the dead of night, a faceless enemy hacks into the Smithsonian
Institution’s network of servers, but it is only the first strike masking a larger
attack. To rescue a biologist trapped in the National Museum of Natural History and
to discover the true intent behind an assault that grows bolder and bloodier by the
minute, Sigma Force must unleash its most headstrong operative—Joe
Kowalski—to do what he does best: lay waste to anything between him and his
goal. From a daring rescue to a cross-city chase like no other, Kowalski will
discover the shocking truth hidden in the most unexpected of places: the heart of
the National Zoo. Included with this short story is a sneak peek at The Bone
Labyrinth, where events that unfold here explode into one of Sigma Force’s
greatest adventures of all time.

Blood Brothers
In his first-ever collaboration, New York Times bestselling author James Rollins
combines his skill for cutting-edge science and historical mystery with awardwinning novelist Rebecca Cantrell's talent for haunting suspense and sensual
atmosphere in a gothic tale about an ancient order and the hunt for a miraculous
book known only as . . . The Blood Gospel An earthquake in Masada, Israel, kills
hundreds and reveals a tomb buried in the heart of the mountain. A trio of
investigators—Sergeant Jordan Stone, a military forensic expert; Father Rhun
Korza, a Vatican priest; and Dr. Erin Granger, a brilliant but disillusioned
archaeologist—are sent to explore the macabre discovery, a subterranean temple
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holding the crucified body of a mummified girl. But a brutal attack at the site sets
the three on the run, thrusting them into a race to recover what was once
preserved in the tomb's sarcophagus: a book rumored to have been written by
Christ's own hand, a tome that is said to hold the secrets to His divinity. The
enemy who hounds them is like no other, a force of ancient evil directed by a
leader of impossible ambitions and incalculable cunning. From crumbling tombs to
splendorous churches, Erin and her two companions must confront a past that
traces back thousands of years, to a time when ungodly beasts hunted the dark
spaces of the world, to a moment in history when Christ made a miraculous offer, a
pact of salvation for those who were damned for eternity. Here is a novel that is
explosive in its revelation of a secret history. Why do Catholic priests wear pectoral
crosses? Why are they sworn to celibacy? Why do the monks hide their
countenances under hoods? And why does Catholicism insist that the consecration
of wine during Mass results in its transformation to Christ's own blood? The
answers to all go back to a secret sect within the Vatican, one whispered as rumor
but whose very existence was painted for all to see by Rembrandt himself, a
shadowy order known simply as the Sanguines. In the end, be warned: some books
should never be found, never opened—until now.

FaceOff
Experience a heart-pumping and thrilling tale of suspense! Kowalski’s in Love was
originally published in THRILLER: Stories to Keep You Up All Night (2006), edited by
#1 New York Times bestselling author James Patterson. This Thriller Short from #1
New York Times bestselling writer James Rollins brings a story that’s no love story,
at least not in the traditional sense. Fans of Rollins’s Sigma Force series know Joe
Kowalski, a naval seaman with the heart of a hero, but lacking the brainpower to
go with it. Kowalski stays in trouble and here readers will get to know a bit more
about his backstory. One that illustrates something Kowalski seems to live by.
Dumb luck is better than no luck at all.

The Balkan Escape ebook
Under the direction of famed explorer Porter Stone, an archaeological team is
secretly attempting to locate the tomb of an ancient pharaoh who was unlike any
other in history. Stone believes he has found the burial chamber of King Narmer,
the near mythical god- king who united upper and lower Egypt in 3200 B.C., and
the archaeologist has reason to believe that the greatest prize of all—Narmer’s
crown—might be buried with him. No crown of an Egyptian king has ever been
discovered, and Narmer’s is the elusive “double” crown of the two Egypts,
supposedly possessed of awesome powers. The dig itself is located in one of the
most forbidding places on earth—the Sudd, a nearly impassable swamp in northern
Sudan. Amid the nightmarish, disorienting tangle of mud and dead vegetation, a
series of harrowing and inexplicable occurrences are causing people on the
expedition to fear a centuries- old curse. With a monumental discovery in reach,
Professor Jeremy Logan is brought onto the project to investigate. What he finds
will raise new questions . . . and alarm. In the hands of master storyteller Lincoln
Child, The Third Gate breaks new ground and introduces a fascinating new
protagonist to the thriller world.
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Unrestricted Access
Where should we go? All that we knew is gone, and all that we have is each other…
In this short story from the thrilling anthology MatchUp, bestselling authors Diana
Gabaldon and Steve Berry—along with their popular series characters Jamie Fraser
and Cotton Malone—team up for the first time ever.

The Bone Labyrinth
In this unprecedented collaboration, twenty-three of the world's favourite crime
writers bring you original, co-written short stories featuring teir much loved series
characters.

AN American Spy
In this entry from the thrilling short story anthology FaceOff, bestselling authors
Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child along with R.L. Stine team up for the first time
ever, pitting FBI agent Aloysius Pendergast against the most unusual villain he’s
ever faced—Stine’s classic creation: Slappy the Ventriloquist Dummy. First
introduced in R.L. Stine’s 400 million-copy bestselling Goosebumps series, Slappy
is a dummy carved from coffin wood who boasts enormous strength and a
sarcastic, sadistic personality. In contrast, Agent Pendergast is an elegant,
intelligent man who never lets himself be ruffled by the particulars of an
investigation. Yet when these two meet for the first time—at Stony Mountain
Sanatorium—Pendergast is quite clearly out of his element, and nothing is as it
seems… For more exciting pairs, check out all eleven stories in FaceOff!

Shadow Tag
Experience a heart-pumping and thrilling tale of suspense! Originally published in
THRILLER (2006), edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author James Patterson.
In this alternative-history-with-a-twist Thriller Short, New York Times bestselling
writer Steve Berry explores one of Cotton Malone’s early missions, from a time
when Malone was still employed as one of the Magellan Billet’s twelve agents.
Malone is sent on a mission to a small, central Asian country run by an enigmatic
dictator, Yossef Sharma, whose alliance with the United States must be kept under
wraps. It’s not a mission Malone enjoys, since Sharma has a penchant for burning
books. Things get even more interesting when Sharma connects Malone with the
world’s most infamous criminal, a man who wants to surrender. Things are not
always what they seem, and Malone will need Sharma’s help if he plans to set
things right and give the devil his due. Don’t miss any of these exciting Thriller
Shorts: James Penney’s New Identity by Lee Child Operation Northwoods by James
Grippando Epitaph by J. A. Konrath The Face in the Window by Heather Graham
Kowalski’s in Love by James Rollins The Hunt for Dmitri by Gayle Lynds Disfigured
by Michael Palmer and Daniel Palmer The Abelard Sanction by David Morrell Falling
by Chris Mooney Success of a Mission by Dennis Lynds The Portal by John Lescroart
and M. J. Rose The Double Dealer by David Liss Dirty Weather by Gregg Hurwitz
Spirit Walker by David Dun At the Drop of a Hat by Denise Hamilton The Other Side
of the Mirror by Eric Van Lustbader Man Catch by Christopher Rice Goodnight,
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Sweet Mother by Alex Kava Sacrificial Lion by Grant Blackwood Interlude at
Duane’s by F. Paul Wilson The Powder Monkey by Ted Bell Surviving Toronto by M.
Diane Vogt Assassins by Christopher Reich The Athens Solution by Brad Thor
Diplomatic Constraints by Raelynn Hillhouse Kill Zone by Robert Liparulo The
Devils’ Due by Steve Berry The Tuesday Club by Katherine Neville Gone Fishing by
Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child

The Seventh Plague LP
From New York Times bestselling author James Rollins comes a thrilling short story
that delves deep beneath the city of Paris to a dark necropolis, where the only
means for escape is…The Skeleton Key. Seichan is ripped out of the Sigma series
for an adventure all her own—but can she survive? The beautiful and elusive
assassin wakes in a hotel in Paris with a deadly electronic collar fastened to her
throat. Joined by a boy who is similarly threatened, she must rescue the son of a
hated enemy, who has fallen under the sway of the nefarious leader of an
apocalyptic cult. To survive, she must venture into the dark world beneath the City
of Lights, into the infamous catacombs of Paris. Caught between two enemies, she
must fight for her life…while time ticks down toward a fiery apocalypse. But in the
dark, surrounded by the moldering bones of the dead, even success does not equal
survival. In the end, the only true hope for the world lies in a stunning act of
betrayal. Included with this short story is a sneak peek at the first 70 pages of The
Devil Colony, where a clue unlocked by The Skeleton Key will play a key role.

The Devil's Bones
As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen, Cassiopeia Vitt treks into
Bulgaria's Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare artifacts
from a bygone civilization: the ancient tomb of a Thracian king. But when her
presence is discovered by a shadowy group of Russians secretly mining the area,
she needs a way out. Who to trust becomes the question, and her life depends on
choosing the right option.

Angel of Death
In this short story from the New York Times bestselling thriller anthology FaceOff,
bestselling authors Steve Berry and James Rollins - along with their popular
characters Cotton Malone and Gray Pierce - team up for the first time ever. In a
visit to Copenhagen, Gray Pierce happened upon a bookshop owned by an exlawyer named Cotton Malone, but he never had a chance to really get to know the
owner. Too bad, because they had a lot in common: both men were ex-military,
both worked for covert agencies - Malone as a freelancer under the auspices of the
Justice Department; Pierce via the Department of Defense - and both are good at
what they do. Flash forward a few years to when Malone and Pierce finally get
together for more than a passing hello. Halfway around the world from Denmark,
Malone and Pierce are passengers on a luxury riverboat out of Brazil, both on the
hunt for a maniacal botanist who's scheming to sell the spoils of his latest
Amazonian excursion - a rare orchid containing a deadly neurotoxin - to the
highest bidder. That means Malone and Pierce have the length of the river boat
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cruise to stop him before the poison falls into the wrong hands. There follows an
action-packed several hours For more exciting short story pairings, don't miss all
eleven short stories in Face Off!

Kowalski's in Love
A sinister fire in a Copenhagen bookstore ignites a relentless hunt across four
continents. Arson and murder reveal an insidious plot to steal a Bible that once
belonged to Charles Darwin, the father of evolutionary theory. And Commander
Gray Pierce dives headlong into a mystery that dates back to Nazi Germany . . .
and to horrific experiments performed in a now-abandoned laboratory buried in a
hollowed-out mountain in Poland. A continent away, madness ravages a remote
monastery high in Nepal, as Buddhist monks turn to cannibalism and torture. Lisa
Cummings, a young American doctor investigating the atrocity, is suddenly a
target of a brutal assassin working for clandestine forces that want the affair
buried at any cost. Lisa's only ally is a hidden pilgrim, Painter Crowe -- director of
SIGMA Force, an elite command of American scientists and Special Forces
operatives -- who is already showing signs of the baffling malady that destroyed
the minds of the monks. Now it is up to Gray Pierce to save both Painter and Lisa -and a world in jeopardy -- as SIGMA Force races to expose a century-old plot that
threatens to destroy the current world order . . . and alter the destiny of
humankind forever. Combining the historic scope of The Da Vinci Code with the
relentless thrills of today's best action novels, James Rollins's Black Order is a
classic adventure -- an ingenious and breathtaking tour de force that explodes with
revelations . . . while offering a startling new view of our place in the grand scheme
of existence.

The Patriot Threat
A tale inspired by debates surrounding 16th Amendment tax collection practices
finds Cotton Malone pulled out of retirement to track a rogue North Korean who
may have acquired top-secret Treasury Department files capable of decimating the
U.S. economy. By the New York Times best-selling author.

The Skeleton Key: A Short Story Exclusive
Synopsis coming soon.

The Warsaw Protocol
Cassiopeia Vitt takes center stage in this exciting novella from New York Times
bestsellers M.J. Rose and Steve Berry. In the French mountain village of Eze,
Cassiopeia visits an old friend who owns and operates the fabled Museum of
Mysteries, a secretive place of the odd and arcane. When a robbery occurs at the
museum, Cassiopeia gives chase to the thief and is plunged into a firestorm.
Through a mix of modern day intrigue and ancient alchemy, Cassiopeia is
propelled back and forth through time, the inexplicable journeys leading her into a
hotly contested French presidential election. Both candidates harbor secrets they
would prefer to keep quiet, but an ancient potion could make that impossible. With
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intrigue that begins in southern France and ends in a chase across the streets of
Paris, this magical, fast-paced, hold-your-breath thriller is all you’ve come to
expect from M.J. Rose and Steve Berry.

Map of Bones
In New York Times bestseller Steve Berry’s latest Cotton Malone adventure, one by
one the seven precious relics of the Arma Christi, the weapons of Christ, are
disappearing from sanctuaries across the world. After former Justice Department
agent Cotton Malone witnesses the theft of one of them, he learns from his old
boss, Stephanie Nelle, that a private auction is about to be held where
incriminating information on the president of Poland will be offered to the highest
bidder—blackmail that both the United States and Russia want, but for vastly
different reasons. The price of admission to that auction is one of the relics, so
Malone is first sent to a castle in Poland to steal the Holy Lance, a thousand-yearold spear sacred to not only Christians but to the Polish people, and then on to the
auction itself. But nothing goes as planned and Malone is thrust into a bloody
battle between three nations over information that, if exposed, could change the
balance of power in Europe. From the tranquil canals of Bruges, to the elegant
rooms of Wawel Castle, to deep beneath the earth into an ancient Polish salt mine,
Malone is caught in the middle of a deadly war—the outcome of which turns on a
secret known as the Warsaw Protocol.

Gaslighted
“Every James Rollins delivers mach-speed mayhem; throat-clutching suspense;
high-style adventure; and a terrific story told terrifically. He makes the rest us look
bad.” —Steve Berry, author of The Emperor’s Tomb “This guy doesn’t write
novels—he builds roller coasters.” —Booklist New York Times bestselling thrillmaster James Rollins is back with The Devil Colony, another electrifying
combination of suspense, history, science, action, and ingenious speculation. In
The Devil Colony, Sigma Force stalwarts Painter Crowe and Commander Grayson
Pierce must investigate a gruesome massacre in the Rocky Mountains and root out
a secret cabal that has been manipulating momentous events since the time of the
original thirteen colonies. Once again, Rollins delivers a spine-tingler that will leave
fans of Michael Crichton, The Da Vinci Code, and Indiana Jones breathless—as he
exposes the dark truth behind the founding of America.

The Museum of Mysteries: A Cassiopeia Vitt Novella
From New York Times bestselling authors Raymond Khoury and Steve Berry comes
a unique and wildly original short story, published exclusively as a Kindle ebook.It's
been ten years since FBI agent Sean Reilly and retired Justice Department
operative Cotton Malone got dragged around the globe on their separate Templar
adventures. They'd never worked on a case together-until now.Something bizarre
is afoot in London, England. "American specialists" have gone missing, and intel
chatter points to a major terrorist plot in the works. And a familiar keyword links to
both Reilly and Malone.The two agents are sent to London where they discover a
plot that's more personal, unusual and surprising than they could have possibly
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imagined (and one that may involve a couple of writerly characters new to fiction
whom you might recognise). Fast, furious and funny, Shadow Tag is NOT like the
Reilly and Malone thrillers you've grown to love. Instead, it's something different: a
playful, lighthearted read that combines reality and fiction. And we hope it's like
nothing you've read before.

Thriller
Offering heart-pumping tales of suspense, this collection of over 30 thriller stories
features the biggest names in fiction, including Lee Child, Alex Kava, James Siegel,
Christopher Rice, Michael Palmer and many more.

The King's Deception (with bonus novella The Tudor Plot)
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Steve Berry's The Columbus Affair
and a Cotton Malone dossier. In 323 B.C.E, having conquered Persia, Alexander the
Great set his sights on Arabia, then suddenly succumbed to a strange fever.
Locating his final resting place-unknown to this day-remains a tantalizing goal for
both archaeologists and treasure hunters. Now the quest for this coveted prize is
about to heat up. And Cotton Malone-former U.S. Justice Department agent turned
rare-book dealer-will be drawn into an intense geopolitical chess game. After
narrowly escaping incineration in a devastating fire that consumes a Danish
museum, Cotton learns from his friend, the beguiling adventurer Cassiopeia Vitt,
that the blaze was neither an accident nor an isolated incident. As part of
campaign of arson intended to mask a far more diabolical design, buildings across
Europe are being devoured by infernos of unnatural strength. And from the ashes
of the U.S.S.R., a new nation has arisen: Former Soviet republics have consolidated
into the Central Asian Federation. At its helm is Supreme Minister Irina Zovastina, a
cunning despot with a talent for politics, a taste for blood sport, and the singleminded desire to surpass Alexander the Great as history's ultimate conqueror.
Backed by a secret cabal of powerbrokers, the Federation has amassed a
harrowing arsenal of biological weapons. Equipped with the hellish power to
decimate other nations at will, only one thing keeps Zovastina from setting in
motion her death march of domination: a miraculous healing serum, kept secret by
an ancient puzzle and buried with the mummified remains of Alexander the Greatin a tomb lost to the ages for more than 1,500 years. Together, Cotton and
Cassiopeia must outrun and outthink the forces allied against them. Their perilous
quest will take them to the shores of Denmark, deep into the venerated
monuments of Venice, and finally high inside the desolate Pamir mountains of
Central Asia to unravel a riddle whose solution could destroy or save millions of
people-depending on who finds the lost tomb first.

The Third Gate
NEW YORK TIMES BESETSELLER • “Those who relish suspense in the Da Vinci Code
vein will snap this one up, the best yet in the series.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) As a child, former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone was told that
his father died in a submarine disaster in the North Atlantic. But what he now
learns stuns him: His father’s sub was a secret nuclear vessel lost on a highly
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classified mission beneath the ice shelves of Antarctica. Twin sisters Dorothea
Lindauer and Christl Falk are also determined to find out what became of their
father, who died on the same submarine–and they know something Malone
doesn’t: Inspired by strange clues discovered in Charlemagne’s tomb, the Nazis
explored Antarctica before the Americans. Now Malone discovers that cryptic
journals penned in “the language of heaven,” conundrums posed by an ancient
historian, and his father’s ill-fated voyage are all tied to a revelation of immense
consequence for humankind. As Malone embarks on a dangerous quest with the
sisters, he will finally confront the shocking truth of his father’s death and the
distinct possibility of his own. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Steve
Berry’s The Columbus Affair and a Cotton Malone dossier.

Past Prologue
In this short story from the thrilling anthology FaceOff, New York Times bestselling
authors Steve Berry and James Rollins—along with their popular characters Cotton
Malone and Gray Pierce—team up for the first time ever. In a visit to Copenhagen,
Gray Pierce happened upon a bookshop owned by an ex-lawyer named Cotton
Malone, but he never had a chance to really get to know the owner. Too bad,
because they had a lot in common: Both men were ex-military, both worked for
covert agencies—Malone as a freelancer under the auspices of the Justice
Department; Pierce via the Department of Defense—and both are good at what
they do. Flash forward a few years to when Malone and Pierce finally get together
for more than a passing hello. Halfway around the world from Denmark, Malone
and Pierce are passengers on a luxury riverboat out of Brazil, both on the hunt for
a maniacal botanist who’s scheming to sell the spoils of his latest Amazonian
excursion—a rare orchid containing a deadly neurotoxin—to the highest bidder.
That means Malone and Pierce have the length of the river boat cruise to stop him
before the poison falls into the wrong hands. It’s definitely an action-packed
several hours. For more exciting pairs, check out all eleven short stories in FaceOff!

The Alexandria Link
The time has come for Cassiopeia Vitt to sell her ancestral home. It sits on a
Spanish bluff by the Mediterranean Sea, and bears the name Casa de Hace Mucho
Tiempo, House of Long Ago. Trapped inside its walls are memories from a time
when Cassiopeia was growing from a rebellious adolescent into a thoughtful young
woman—regretful times when she often found herself estranged from her parents.
Also inside are fifteen paintings, each one a masterpiece, together representing an
investment in the tens of millions of euros—her father’s private art
collection—which she intends to donate to museums. But when an art expert
declares all fifteen paintings fake, and suggests that her father may have been
involved with something illegal, she embarks on a quest to find answers. From a
secret repository in Andorra, to a mysterious yacht in the Mediterranean, then
finally onto the streets of Paris and a horrific reminder from World War II,
Cassiopeia must battle every step of the way to stay alive—a fight that will finally
bring her face to face with the truth about the House of Long Ago.

The Devil Colony
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For over a decade Cassiopeia Vitt has been building an authentic French castle,
using only materials and techniques from the 13th century. But when a treasure is
unearthed at the construction site-an ancient Book of Hours-a multitude of
questions are raised, all pointing to an ancient and forgotten religious sect.Once
the Cathars existed all across southern France, challenging Rome and attracting
the faithful by the tens of thousands. Eventually, in 1208, the Pope declared them
heretics and ordered a crusade-the first where Christians killed Christians-and
thousands were slaughtered, the Cathars all but exterminated. Now a piece of that
past has re-emerged, one that holds the key to the hiding place of the most
precious object the Cathars possessed. And when more than one person becomes
interested in that secret, in particular a thief and a billionaire, the race is on. From
the medieval walled city of Carcassonne, to the crest of mysterious Montségur, to a
forgotten cavern beneath the Pyrenees, Cassiopeia is drawn deeper and deeper
into a civil war between two people obsessed with revenge and murder.

The Devils' Due
Steve Berry’s bestselling thrillers have mesmerized suspense fans around the
world, but his novels alone can’t contain all the exciting exploits of death-defying
agent Cotton Malone and his smart, sexy sidekick, Cassiopeia Vitt. Catch all the
action between the blockbusters in this trio of suspenseful short stories that
capture Cotton and Cassiopeia at their history-hunting, heart-stopping best. Read
them as prequels to Cotton’s full-length epics or stunning stand-alone adventures.
Either way, this eBook bundle packs all the punch adrenaline junkies have come to
expect from the bold imagination of Steve Berry. “In Malone, Berry has created a
classic, complex hero.”—USA Today THE BALKAN ESCAPE Prequel to The Emperor’s
Tomb As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen, Cassiopeia Vitt treks
into Bulgaria’s Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare
artifacts from a bygone civilization: the ancient tomb of a Thracian king. But when
her presence is discovered by a shadowy group of Russians secretly mining the
area, she needs a way out. Whom can I trust? becomes the question, and her life
depends on making the right decision. THE DEVIL’S GOLD Prequel to The Jefferson
Key For eight years he’s been plotting, waiting, scheming to kill Federal agents
Christopher Combs and Cotton Malone, whom he blames for the loss of his career.
But as rogue agent Jonathan Wyatt prepares for a final confrontation in a remote
South American village, he makes a discovery that stretches back to the horrors of
World War II, to the astounding secret of a child’s birth, to Martin Bormann and Eva
Braun—and to a fortune in lost gold. THE ADMIRAL’S MARK Prequel to The
Columbus Affair Cotton Malone never cared for the shady dealings of his brother-inlaw, Scott Brown. But after Scott dies while scuba diving, Malone heads to Haiti
where he learns that, beneath the crystal clear waters, his brother-in-law had
found the sunken wreckage of the Santa Maria, the fabled flagship of Christopher
Columbus. Setting out to piece together what happened, Malone quickly realizes
that he’s not the only man there with questions—and that he’ll have to fight just to
get out of Haiti alive.

The Templar Legacy
The ancient order of the Knights Templar possessed untold wealth and absolute
power over kings and popes . . . until the Inquisition, when they were wiped from
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the face of the earth, their hidden riches lost. But now two forces vying for the
treasure have learned that it is not at all what they thought it was–and its true
nature could change the modern world. Cotton Malone, one-time top operative for
the U.S. Justice Department, is enjoying his quiet new life as an antiquarian book
dealer in Copenhagen when an unexpected call to action reawakens his hairtrigger instincts–and plunges him back into the cloak-and-dagger world he thought
he’d left behind. It begins with a violent robbery attempt on Cotton’s former
supervisor, Stephanie Nelle, who’ s far from home on a mission that has nothing to
do with national security. Armed with vital clues to a series of centuries-old puzzles
scattered across Europe, she means to crack a mystery that has tantalized
scholars and fortune-hunters through the ages by finding the legendary cache of
wealth and forbidden knowledge thought to have been lost forever when the order
of the Knights Templar was exterminated in the fourteenth century. But she’s not
alone. Competing for the historic prize– and desperate for the crucial information
Stephanie possesses–is Raymond de Roquefort, a shadowy zealot with an army of
assassins at his command. Welcome or not, Cotton seeks to even the odds in the
perilous race. But the more he learns about the ancient conspiracy surrounding the
Knights Templar, the more he realizes that even more than lives are at stake. At
the end of a lethal game of conquest, rife with intrigue, treachery, and craven lust
for power, lies a shattering discovery that could rock the civilized world–and, in the
wrong hands, bring it to its knees. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Steve Berry’s The King's Deception and a Cotton Malone dossier.

The House of Long Ago: A Cassiopeia Vitt Adventure
A war is coming, a battle that will stretch from the prehistoric forests of the ancient
past to the cutting-edge research labs of today, all to reveal a true mystery buried
deep within our DNA, a mystery that will leave readers changed forever . . . In this
groundbreaking masterpiece of ingenuity and intrigue that spans 50,000 years in
human history, New York Times bestselling author James Rollins takes us to
mankind’s next great leap. But will it mark a new chapter in our development . . .
or our extinction? In the remote mountains of Croatia, an archaeologist makes a
strange discovery: a subterranean Catholic chapel, hidden for centuries, holds the
bones of a Neanderthal woman. In the same cavern system, elaborate primitive
paintings tell the story of an immense battle between tribes of Neanderthals and
monstrous shadowy figures. Who is this mysterious enemy depicted in these
ancient drawings and what do the paintings mean? Before any answers could be
made, the investigative team is attacked, while at the same time, a bloody assault
is made upon a primate research center outside of Atlanta. How are these events
connected? Who is behind these attacks? The search for the truth will take
Commander Gray Pierce of Sigma Force 50,000 years into the past. As he and
Sigma trace the evolution of human intelligence to its true source, they will be
plunged into a cataclysmic battle for the future of humanity that stretches across
the globe . . . and beyond. With the fate of our future at stake, Sigma embarks on
its most harrowing odyssey ever—a breathtaking quest that will take them from
ancient tunnels in Ecuador that span the breadth of South America to a millenniaold necropolis holding the bones of our ancestors. Along the way, revelations
involving the lost continent of Atlantis will reveal true mysteries tied to mankind’s
first steps on the moon. In the end, Gray Pierce and his team will face to their
greatest threat: an ancient evil, resurrected by modern genetic science, strong
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enough to bring about the end of man’s dominance on this planet. Only this time,
Sigma will falter—and the world we know will change forever.

The Tudor Plot: A Cotton Malone Novella
The “utterly convincing” (Publishers Weekly) World War II espionage thrillers of
Christopher Hyde have set a new standard for international intrigue and
breathtaking suspense. In An American Spy he’s at the top of his game as he
explores a royal scandal, a Nazi conspiracy, and the lure of treason in a world at
war. New York war correspondent Jane Todd has been dispatched to London. Her
contact: Major Lucas Dundee, former Los Angeles D.A. The case: the murder of an
American G.I.—and unsettling implications of treason by a secret band of U.S
soldiers. A sinister trail leads Jane and Lucas into the Scottish Highlands, and into
the lair of an American tycoon who’s casting his lot with Hitler. The insidious
scheme begins with the theft of the Crown Jewels and the humiliation of Edward
VIII, and will end with total Nazi domination of Britain, unless Jane and Lucas can
find a way to stop it. “[Hyde] draws tension with the skill of a surgeon.”—New York
Times Bestselling Author Michael Connelly “Hyde’s storytelling is pure genius . . .
historical fiction at its finest.” —New York Daily News

The Charlemagne Pursuit
Ekaterinburg, Russia: July 16, 1918. Ten months have passed since Nicholas II’s
reign was cut short by revolutionaries. Tonight, the White Army advances on the
town where the Tsar and his family are being held captive by the Bolsheviks.
Nicholas dares to hope for salvation. Instead, the Romanovs are coldly and
methodically executed. Moscow: Present Day. Atlanta lawyer Miles Lord, fluent in
Russian and well versed in the country’s history, is thrilled to be in Moscow on the
eve of such a momentous event. After the fall of Communism and a succession of
weak governments, the Russian people have voted to bring back the monarchy.
The new tsar will be chosen from the distant relatives of Nicholas II by a specially
appointed commission, and Miles’ job is to perform a background check on the
Tsarist candidate favored by a powerful group of Western businessmen. But
research quickly becomes the least of Miles’ concerns when he is nearly killed by
gunmen on a city plaza. Suddenly Miles is racing across continents, shadowed by
nefarious henchmen. At first, his only question is why people are pursuing him. But
after a strange conversation with a mysterious Russian, who steers Miles toward
the writings of Rasputin, he becomes desperate to know more–most important,
what really happened to the family of Russia’s last tsar? His only companion is
Akilina Petrov, a Russian circus performer sympathetic to his struggle, and his only
guide is a cryptic message from Rasputin that implies that the bloody night of so
long ago is not the last chapter in the Romanovs’ story . . . and that someone
might even have survived the massacre. The prophecy’s implications are earthshattering–not only for the future of the tsar and mother Russia, but also for Miles
himself. Steve Berry, national bestselling author of the phenomenal thriller The
Amber Room, once again delves into rich historical fact to produce an explosive
page-turner. In The Romanov Prophecy, the authentic and the speculative meld
into a fascinating and exceptionally suspenseful work of fiction. BONUS: This
edition contains an excerpt from Steve Berry’s The Columbus Affair.
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The Lincoln Myth
During a crowded service at a cathedral in Germany, armed intruders in monks'
robes unleash a nightmare of blood and destruction. But the killers have not come
for gold; they seek a more valuable prize: the bones of the Magi who once paid
homage to a newborn savior . . . a treasure that could reshape the world. With the
Vatican in turmoil, SIGMA Force leaps into action. An elite team of scientific and
Special Forces operatives under the command of Grayson Pierce and accompanied
by Lieutenant Rachel Verona of Rome's carabinieri, they are pursuing a deadly
mystery that weaves through sites of the Seven Wonders of the World and ends at
the doorstep of an ancient, mystical, and terrifying secret order. For there are
those with dark plans for the stolen sacred remains that will alter the future of
humankind . . . when science and religion unite to unleash a horror not seen since
the beginning of time.

The Midnight Watch
From #1 New York Times bestselling author James Rollins comes a shocking short
story, where a chance mishap leads to the discovery of a weapon like no other in . .
. Crash and Burn. On a transatlantic flight, the two black sheep of Sigma
Force—Seichan and Kowalski—must set aside their mutual dislike as a mysterious
fiery force knocks their aircraft out of the sky. This unlikely duo must use every
skill, weapon, and bit of ingenuity to survive a night on a remote volcanic island,
where their only refuge is the haunted, bat-plagued grounds of a seemingly
deserted resort. But something horrific awaits the two, something born of the
latest science but rooted in our basest human instincts. To survive they will need
to learn to work together—but even then, it may be too late. Included with this
short story is a sneak peek at The Seventh Plague, which raises the question: If the
biblical plagues of Egypt truly happened, could they happen again? The frightening
answer: Yes.

Black Order
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “All the Steve Berry hallmarks are here: scale,
scope, sweep, history—plus breathless second-by-second suspense. I love this
guy.”—Lee Child Former Justice Department operative Cotton Malone wakes to find
an intruder in his Copenhagen bookshop: an American Secret Service agent with
assassins on his heels. Narrowly surviving a ferocious firefight, the two journey to
the secluded estate of Malone’s friend Henrik Thorvaldsen. The wily Danish tycoon
has uncovered the insidious plans of the Paris Club, a cabal of multimillionaires
bent on manipulating the global economy. But Thorvaldsen also harbors a hidden
agenda—a vendetta—that will force Malone to choose between friend and country,
past and present. Starting in Denmark, moving to England, and ending up in the
storied streets and cathedrals of Paris, Malone is forced to match wits with a
terrorist for hire and to plunge into a desperate hunt for Napoleon’s legendary
treasure, lost for two hundred years. It’s a breathless game of duplicity and death,
all to claim a prize of untold value. But at what cost? BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Steve Berry’s The Columbus Affair and a Cotton Malone dossier.
Praise for The Paris Vendetta “Outstanding . . . Berry has become the modern
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master of the thriller form.”—Providence Journal-Bulletin “Thrilling . . . exciting and
fast-paced . . . a worthy addition to a fine series.”—Wichita Falls Times Record
News “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new book. . . . [In The Paris
Vendetta] there are assassination plots, searches for hidden treasure, battles
between enemies and even friends, and a taste of romance. . . . Bring on the next
one!”—The Huffington Post “This well-crafted thriller also offers plenty of
surprises.” —Publishers Weekly “Berry has written another amazing blend of
suspense and history. Fans will love it, and for newcomers it’s the perfect place to
start. . . . [Readers] cannot go wrong with Cotton Malone.” —Library Journal

The Lake of Learning
Experience the exciting breadth of #1 New York Times bestselling author James
Rollins’s wild imagination and adventurous spirit in this anthology of his short
masterworks, including a new full-length novella featuring Captain Tucker Wayne
and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven previously published short stories,
gathered together for the first time. In this breathtaking collection of short fiction,
his first ever anthology, James Rollins brings together twelve thrilling stories that
dig a little deeper into his creative stomping grounds and open vistas into new
landscapes and characters. At the center of Unrestricted Access is the neverbefore-published novella "Sun Dogs.” While trekking through the Sonora desert, a
gunshot thrusts Tucker and Kane into an adventure that challenges their
considerable skills. The discovery of secrets known only to the native tribes of
Arizona threatens to unleash an ancient force that could irreparably alter the
future. It also forces Tucker to make a terrible choice that will shatter his
relationship with his soul-bonded companion Kane. As these partners learn,
nothing remains buried forever and old debts must be paid, no matter the cost.
Other stories—each with an introduction by James Rollins—are just as compelling,
offering broader insight into this acclaimed master’s fictional universes, including:
“The Pit”: a young dog is kidnapped and brutalized into becoming the bloody
champion of a dog-fighting ring. But can this tortured monster find redemption and
a path back to the boy who first raised him with love and compassion? “Tagger”: A
pair of teenage street artists must protect San Francisco from a demon who has
been seeking revenge for centuries. “The Devil’s Bones”: In this jungle
adventure—the first joint story from Rollins and Steve Berry—Commander Gray
Pierce and Cotton Malone must work together using their unique skills to survive a
deadly threat. The stories “The Midnight Watch,” “The Skeleton Key,” “Tracker,”
and “Kowalski's in Love” shine light into some of Sigma Force’s secrets. Who were
these characters before they were recruited by Sigma? What solo adventures did
they experience? How do these short adventures tie into the larger Sigma
universe? Rollins offers some clues. And rounding out this collection are a pair of
entertaining stories “Blood Brothers” and “City of Screams” that complement The
Order of the Sanguines series. Filled with adventure, intrigue, history, and
speculative science, Unrestricted Access demonstrates Rollins’s remarkable
creative powers and is a must-have collection for his many fans.

Crash and Burn
From New York Times bestselling authors James Rollins and Rebecca Cantrell
comes a dark story of murder, mystery, and a brotherhood steeped in a bloody
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past. As a young reporter, Arthur Crane exposed the secrets behind the Orchid
Killer, a cult murderer from the late '60s whose crimes blackened the end of the
Summer of Love. Half a century later, Arthur wakes to find an orchid resting on his
pillow, a symbol of death from a killer connected to his estranged younger brother,
Christian. To discover the horrifying truth, Arthur will risk all-even his very soul-for
Christian may not be the brother that Arthur remembers… Included with this
chilling story is a sneak peek at Innocent Blood, the second book in the Order of
the Sanguines Series.
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